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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 

We continue to develop additional functionality to the Datafile application based upon requests from users 

and partners.  Feedback is always added to our development review list for consideration and potential 

inclusion in subsequent updates of the software as this release continues to demonstrate. 

 

In addition, we have continued development of our new product Datafile 2017.   

 

Datafile 2017 is a completely new version of our software written in a modern development environment. 

It contains all the features and functions available in the V6 product (plus more) and a fresh new user 

interface to improve navigation and speed up information retrieval.  This new development environment 

gives us greater flexibility longer term to allow the inclusion of features and functions not currently possible 

with v6 and ensures longevity of the software. 

 

This new version has been written with our many end users in mind to ensure a cost-effective migration; 

any customisations made to v6 including user menus, database table changes, screen designs, and reports 

are automatically transferred across meaning that there is no re-work required by the client. 

 

If you are interested in finding out more about Datafile 2017 please call your Datafile Partner. 

 

Features introduced in Datafile 2017 and Release 7.0 include: 

 

 Enhanced Landing Grid Options 

 Contacts and CRM Management 

 Stock Availability Checks 

 Employee Auto-Enrolment Assessment 

 Additional Features for the Stock Ledger Enquiry 

 Ledger Enquiry – Auto Display Linked PDF / Image Files 

 Bill of Materials Enquiry – Link to Detail Pick Lists 

 Additional Features for the SQL Replicator 
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Installing Datafile 2017 and Release 7.0 
 

Updating Your Registration Number 
 
To update your serial number to the new release (7.0) you need to enter the upgrade code that was 
supplied via your reseller. 
 
Sign on with the SLAVE user-id and password and select the option ‘Upgrade to Latest Release’.  
 
The upgrade code is 24 characters split into six groups of four, you need to press the <Enter> or <Tab> key 
after each part. Once the code has been entered press UPGRADE to update to the current release. 
 

 
 
If the code is not accepted re-check that you have entered the code as supplied by your reseller.  If the 
code is still not accepted ask your Datafile reseller to arrange an update of the security file. 
 
Do not proceed with the program update until the upgrade key has been entered, or an updated security 
file has been supplied, as you will not be able to use the software. 
 

Upgrade Procedures 
 
Follow these instructions to update your system to Release 7.0. 
 
Note that you cannot use the updated programs unless you have a registration / serial number beginning 
with ‘70’.  
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Before you start, certain details are required: 
 

 Is Datafile installed on a network, if so are the programs run from the network or the local terminal? 

 Where are the Datafile programs held? 

 Have you downloaded the “Release 7.0 Update.exe” or “Datafile 2017 Update.exe”? If not, download 
from the website now. 
 

Once these details are known you can begin the upgrade. 
 
1. All users must exit Datafile Software completely. Users should select ‘Quit’ on the main menu and 

then ‘Quit/Exit Datafile’ from the sign-on screen.  Users should also exit Microsoft Word & Outlook 
programs. 

2. Double-click the downloaded update file. This is a compressed archive file which, when run, will 
unzip the updated programs and installation procedure. The default folder the system will wish to 
unzip to is C:\REL70UPD for the Version 7 update (C:\DF2017UPD for the 2017 update).  If this is 
acceptable click FINISH or use Browse to change to a folder of your own choosing. (If a new folder 
warning is displayed select YES to create this folder). The system will then expand the compressed 
files and then automatically launch the setup process. 

3. Choose ‘Update Program Files’ 

4. Choose whether you wish to update your menus.  Respond No - No updated menus are supplied with 
this update. 

5. Choose ‘Network Installation’ or ‘Local Installation’ as appropriate. 
 
6. Next the system asks for the paths of the Datafile Software system. 
 

PROGRAMS (Path 1) – location of Version 6 Programs (DFWIN.EXE) 
PARAMETERS (Path 2) – location of main Datafile folder (DIAMOND.D00) 
DATA (Path 3) – location of main company files (DIAMOND.D05) 
PROGRAMS20 (Path 4) – location of Datafile 20nn Programs (DFWIN.EXE) – 2017 Upgrades Only 

 
The system will validate that the pathnames entered here contain files appropriate for each location 
(these are the filenames in brackets above). To check the paths to be entered you can use the 
FIND/SEARCH option on the Windows Start Menu. 

 
7. Once the pathnames are accepted, press <NEXT> until the Licence Agreement is displayed and ‘YES’ 

to accept this. The supplied programs will then be updated. 

8. If installing to a Local Workstation then the update is now complete. If installing to a Network then 
the update continues by asking ‘Do You Want to Install Local Programs’.  Respond ‘Y’ to this prompt 
regardless as to whether programs are run locally or over the network – you still need to update the 
local workstation for Microsoft Word links. After a short pause the system will ask you to confirm 
whether programs are run from the Network or Locally. Confirm as appropriate.  

9. If running programs locally you are then asked to confirm the local program path – usually 
C:\DFWIN\PROGRAMS. If running programs from the network then this prompt is skipped. 
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10. You are then asked to confirm the folder on the Start Menu to access Datafile (usually DATAFILE 
SOFTWARE) before the system updates the appropriate local files. 

11. Update of the workstation is now complete. To update other workstations you need to run 
SETUP.EXE from the main Datafile folder on the network (use the Windows option RUN on the Start 
Menu) from each workstation – this repeats options 9-11 above. You can now delete the contents of 
the REL70UPD / DF2017UPD folder and the compressed archive file. 

Important Notes for Upgrade from Earlier Versions 
 
Increased Record Size / Data Items per Database 
 
The Release 5.9 update increased the maximum number of items per database to 320 and doubled the 
maximum record size from 2K to 4K. Once these features have been taken advantage of you will no longer 
be able to use the DOS product or earlier versions of the Windows product in conjunction with these 
databases. 
 

Microsoft Office Links 
 
The Release 6.0 update introduced improved links to Microsoft Word and Outlook that are only applicable 
for users using the XP, Vista or Server 2003/2008 operating systems together with the Microsoft Office 
2003 / 2007 packages. 
 
Users on earlier Microsoft Office versions or on earlier operating systems should note that these features 
should not be enabled.  Similarly, users using alternative email clients should not implement the Outlook 
email links. 
 

Increased File Sizes 
 

The Release 6.4 update increased the maximum files sizes allowed for DFD and saved document files over 

2GB.  Once these features have been taken advantage of you will no longer be able to use earlier versions 

of the program in conjunction with these files. 

 

Additional Secondary Indexes 
 

This Release 6.9 / Datafile 2016 update allowed, for Premier users, the option to convert the database extra 

selection items to additional secondary indexes.  Once these features are enabled you will no longer be 

able to access these DFDs with earlier versions of the programs.   

 

You must ensure that all access, including SQL replication processes, use program versions F52 or later. 

 

Landing Grids 
 

The Datafile 2017 update includes new Landing Grid options and includes changes in how the highlighting 

rules are applied.  Please review notes for this option. 
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Chapter 2 
Payroll 2017 / 2018 

 

Payroll 2017/18 
 

Introduction 
 

This update includes additional features to cater for changes in payroll legislation for the tax year 2017/18.  

The update should be installed prior running the payroll year-end. 

 

The changes include: 

 

 Support for PAYE Tax from 6th April 2017  
 Support for National Insurance band/rate changes from 6th April 2017  
 Support for new Benefits in Kind / Company Car 
 Support for new Apprenticeship Levy 

 

First Access of Payroll after Update 
 

The first time an operator accesses the payroll program for a company after the update, they will be 
prompted to follow procedures to update payroll in preparation for the end of the tax year 2016/17, and 
the start of the new tax year. 
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Final Submissions for 2016/17 
 

With Real-Time Updating to the HMRC Employers no longer need to supply an end of year return P14 or 

P35 to the HMRC. The information required has been supplied to the HMRC as part of the returns 

submitted each tax week/month.  

 

However, the HMRC does need to be informed when you have made your final RTI submission to them for 

the 16/17 tax year.  

 

FPS Submissions – Final Pay Period  
 

When submitting the FPS for the final pay period you will be prompted with the normal runtime options to 

confirm whether you wish to print the XML return / make a test submission etc. If you choose to proceed 

with a live submission a new prompt will be displayed. 

 

The system will display the list of payroll companies for the tax reference – you may have more than one 

company where you have (say) a mixture of weekly and monthly paid employees or you run payroll 

separately for multiple branches.  

 

Where there is only one remaining FPS to send for the current company the two options are available for 

selection to the prompt ‘Is This the Final Submission for this year for the Tax Reference XXXX’ – select ‘No – 

Is Not Final’ or ‘Yes – Is The Final’ as required.  

 

Is This Your Final Submission? 

 

If you need to submit an Employer Payment Summary (EPS) then the answer to this prompt is ‘No – Is Not 

Final’ – you will make your final declarations as part of the EPS submission. 
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If there is another company, other than the current company, that has not yet sent its last FPS for 16/17 

then the ‘Yes – Is The Final’ option will not be available for selection – choose ‘No - Is Not Final’ to continue 

with the FPS for this company.  

 

If all bar the current payment company have submitted their Final FPS, or you only have one payroll 

company, you may select ‘Yes – Is The Final’ when submission of an EPS is not needed.  

 

As a double check you will be prompted to confirm whether you will be submitting a further EPS for the 

current tax year. Respond as required. 

 

After confirming these details you will be prompted to continue with the FPS output and this will be 

uploaded to the HMRC. 

 

EPS Submissions – Final Pay Period  
 

If you do need to submit an EPS (or you didn’t declare the final submission status on your last FPS) then the 

Employer Payment Summary (EPS) Submission will allow you to make your final submission declarations.  

 

Note that, as the EPS for the tax month from 06/03/2017 to 05/04/2017 can be submitted at any time from 

the 20/03/2017 to the 19/04/2017, you may have already run the payroll year end before submitting the 

EPS. If you have run the year end you will need to submit this EPS from the backup history company. 

 

As with the FPS above you will be prompted to declare that this is the final submission - the option for ‘Yes 

– Is The Final’ will only be available where an FPS has been submitted for all the Payroll companies in the 

list.  

 

 

Note 

 

If as part of the FPS submission you made the Final Submission declarations but later realise 

you do actually need to submit an EPS you will be allowed to do so. 
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End of Year Employee P60 
 

Even though submitting the end-of-year returns online you still need to print the employee’s P60 and you 

may want to print your own copy.  Similarly, you may wish to print the P35 listing for your records.  The P60 

document and the P35 listing are usually available as options on the Payroll Year-End menu. 

 

Printing Employee P60 Documents 
 
The default layout is designed to print on the ‘P60 (Single-Sheet / Shortened) (2016-2017) – Certificate of 
Pay’ document supplied by the HMRC – if using substitute forms supplied by a stationery supplier then you 
should amend your layout manually. 
 
Depending on the printers involved you may have to adjust the printing positions of data items – we 

suggest running a test print for one or two employees before proceeding with the full run to ensure 

items print in the correct position. 

 

 
 

Select the PRINT button to print the report – if want to run an alignment test tick the ‘Specify Any Selection 

Criteria’ option and set criteria so that only one or two employees are processed. 
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Note 

 

If you have not received your P60 stationery by the time you need to run your payroll year-end 

then, if you create the history company as part of your year-end (recommended), you can print 

these documents at a later date and continue with the year end. 

 

 

Year End Procedure 
 

This procedure clears your year-to-date values and updates the PAYE, the National Insurance and Statutory 

Payment tables ready for the 6th April 2017.   

 

Creating a History Company 
 

At the start of the year-end process you will be asked to create a history company for the payroll data.  This 

is extremely useful for enquiry purposes and required if you need to run the year-end before submitting 

EPS returns to the HMRC. 

 

Respond ‘Yes’ to save a copy of the payroll system as a history company. 
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Save as Company ID – enter a three-character reference for the history company to be created.  Selected 

characters are reserved – existing company codes, Pxx and Sxx formats etc. – if you enter a reserved ID you 

will be warned according and asked to select again. 

 

Do You Also Want to Rename Period-nn Saved Files to Keep in History Company – As part of the payroll run 

and period end the system takes backup files of your data.  This prompt asks if you wish to rename these 

files so that they are kept with the backup history company. 

 

It is strongly recommended that you respond YES to this.  You will need these backup files if payroll input 

errors are later discovered and you need to re-run the payroll. 
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PAYE, NI and Statutory Payment Updates 
 

The following tables take effect from the first payroll run after the 6th April 2017. 

 

PAYE – England / Wales / N.Ireland 

 

 

PAYE – Scotland 
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National Insurance Table – Earnings Brackets 

 

 

National Insurance Table – Employee Contributions 
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National Insurance Table – Employer Contributions 

 

 

Statutory Payments 

 

 

Update Employee Tax Codes 

 

As part of the year-end update employees with “L” “M” or “N” suffix tax codes can have their code uplift 

automatically applied – select as required. 
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Confirm First Pay Date of the Tax Year 

 

At the end of the year-end process you will be asked for the first pay date in the new tax year.  This is the 

date the employees are first paid in the new tax year.  This data must be after April 6th 2017. 
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Benefits in Kind / Company Cars 
 

From the start of the 2016/17 tax year employers could choose to account for the tax on benefits in kind 

through PAYE each payday.   For more details review the HMRC website at  

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/paying-your-employees-expenses-and-benefits-through-your-payroll 

 

In summary this option increases the employees ‘taxable pay’ to include the benefit in kind rather than the 

HMRC reducing the employees tax code and avoids the need, in some circumstances, to submit a P11D. 

 

From 17/18 you now have the option to record company car details against a nominated benefit in kind.  

Recording these details is optional currently, even if you have chosen to payroll Benefits in Kind, though is 

likely to become mandatory in the future. 

 

Employee Maintenance – either when adding new employees or via the Switches maintenance screen.  

When an employee is confirmed as using the Company Car BiK switch a pop-up screen will allow recording 

of the company car details. 

 

Details prompted will be familiar to those used to recording these details on line via the HMRC website.  If a 

car is withdrawn / replaced during the tax year you should update the withdrawal dates and create a new 

entry for the new car – up to four changes of car are supported for the employee within the tax year. 

 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/paying-your-employees-expenses-and-benefits-through-your-payroll
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Installation 
 

Payroll System Profiles 

 

Within the Payroll System Profiles Payment and Deduction Table you can flag an extra payment switch as 

being a Benefit in Kind. 

 

if you have a Benefit in Kind switch which is used for Company Car’s note the letter (number) and then set 

this  

 

 

Apprenticeship Levy 
 

As an employer, you’ll have to pay the Apprenticeship Levy each month from the 6th April 2017 if you: 

 

 Have an annual pay bill of more than £3 million 
 Are connected to other companies or charities for the Employment Allowance which in total have an 

annual pay bill of more than £3 million 
 

Your annual pay bill is all payments to employees that are subject to employer Class 1 secondary National 

Insurance Contributions.   

 

You must include payments to: 

 

 All Employees earning below the LEL and Secondary Thresholds 
 Employees under the age of 21 
 Apprentices under the age of 25 

 

Your pay bill doesn’t include: 

 

 Earnings of Employees under 16 
 Earnings of Employees who are not subject to UK NICs legislation 
 Earnings on which Class 1A NICs are payable, such as benefits in kind 

 

Employers who aren’t connected to another company or charity will have an Apprenticeship Levy 

Allowance of £15,000 each year.  The allowance reduces the amount of Apprenticeship Levy you should pay 
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by £15,000 across the year.  This means that only employers with an annual pay bill of more than £3 million 

will pay the levy. 

 

The Apprenticeship Levy is charged at 0.5% of your annual pay bill. 
 
For the first month of the tax year this is calculated by: 
 
1. Dividing your Apprenticeship Levy allowance by 12. 
2. Subtracting this figure from 0.5% of your monthly pay bill. 
 
For each of the following months it is calculated by: 
 
1. Calculate your total pay bill for the year to date. 
2. Add up your monthly levy allowances for the year to date. 
3. Subtract your levy allowance for the year to date from 0.5% of your total pay bill for the year to date. 
4. Subtract the amount of the levy you’ve paid in the year to date. 
 
From 6th April you’ll need to tell the HMRC how much Apprenticeship Levy you owe each month  

 

 From the start of the year IF your annual pay bill last tax year was more than £3 million or if you think 
your annual pay bill this tax year will be more than £3 million. 
 

 If your annual pay bill unexpectedly increases to more than £3 million within the tax year you should 
start reporting this when it happens.  You will need to monitor manually for this. 

 

You report the Apprenticeship Levy each month using the Employer Payment Summary (EPS).  Previously 

you would have only need to send an EPS if any statutory payments needed to be recovered but once set 

for the Apprenticeship Levy you will need to send an Employer Payment Summary each tax month – 

regardless of whether any levy payment is due. 

 

As part of submitting the EPS the system will determine the total pay bill for the year to date (reading the 

FPS submissions for this PAYE reference), add up your monthly allowance relative to the current tax month, 

subtract the year to date levy amount from 0.5% of the total pay bill and then subtract the amount of the 

levy you’ve already paid in the year-to-date. 
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The calculated Apprenticeship Levy Due value should be paid to the HMRC as part of your normal monthly 

payment.   

When calculating the Levy Due, variances in pay bills each month may mean that the Year to Date amount 

due reduces and the levy in the current month is negative.  This amount can be offset against your monthly 

payment. 

 

Installation 
 

Payroll System Profiles 

 

The Payroll System Profiles Payroll Options includes a parameter to report the Employer Apprenticeship 

Levy.  You should set this if either of the above conditions are, or become, true. 
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The value of the Employer Annual Allowance will default to £15,000 with the Levy% defaulting to 0.5%.  If 

under linked company/charity rules the value that can be applied to this PAYE reference is less than this 

then this value should be adjusted accordingly. 
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Chapter 3 
Datafile 2017 

 

Landing Grids 
 

As part of the Datafile 2017 the Landing Grids have been enhanced to add additional features and user 

flexibility. 

 

 

Overview 
 

On initial open of an application the system will retain the existing customisation with regards to record 

items listed, display sequence and record filters.  Highlighting rules, however, will need to be re-applied in 

the new formatting options. 

 

Populating the Landing Grid - the grid will be ‘built’ the first time you open the application as before.  

Previously, however, the landing grid would be rebuilt each time you selected the application and when 

exit from an action on that application and return to the list.  Now, the system will only rebuild the 

application grid if the data has changed – either by an action you’ve performed or by another operation.  

The build progress bar will display within the grid with an option to abort the build – preserving the records 

listed so far. 
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Record Selection - as before, highlighting a record and selecting a link action at the top of the grid will 

launch that action – passing the highlighted record as the record for processing if the link is configured for 

auto-mode.  You can also right click on an action to select the top panel links. 

 

Column Headings - Left click with the mouse on the column heading will change the sort order for the 

records based on the selected column.  Right Click with the mouse will also allow sorting options but also 

allow options for Grouping, Footer Totals, Item Selection and Alignment plus Search options. 

 

Grid Selection – Right click with the mouse on a grid record allows for selection of link actions as before but 

also allows Search, Grouping, and Conditional Highlight definitions. 

 

 

Notes 

 

The initial display options are configured based on the pre-defined items within the Installation 

section but the options above are held per user – allowing for the configuration of the landing 

page to meet the user requirements. 

 

The Grid Properties are held within parameter files - a Grids folder off the main working folder 

contains these definition files. 

 

 

Conditional Highlights (Shared) 
 

Shared Conditional Highlights are the replacement for the existing highlighting options.  These highlights 

apply for all users who access the application grid – changing the text colour/style to show visually that 

(say) a sales account is over its credit limit. 

 

The definition settings for the landing grid shared highlights are within the Landing Page configuration. 
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Below the Display / Sort items are two new links – Define Extra Fields to Load and Conditional Highlights.  

Note that the existing Highlight options on the right remain in place for now so that you can review current 

settings when applying these new options. 

 

Define Extra Fields to Load – selecting this option allows you to 

define which data items are available to be added by the 

operator to the landing grid at run-time and which items 

conditions, both individual and shared can be defined against.   

 

You can select individual items to be available as required – 

highlighting the item and selecting the ‘>’ icon. 

 

You can set all items to be available by selecting the ‘>>’ icon.  

You can move items from the Availability list by selecting the 

‘<’ and ‘<<’ icons. 

 

Premier options to define authority levels for data items still 

apply – so you can, for example, allow the stock cost price to 

be available but if the user does not have authority to view that 

item they will not be able to view the content of the item. 
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Conditional Highlights – selecting this option 

allows you to define the highlight rules to be 

applied.  There are two types of highlights – 

Filters or Formula Builders. 

 

Selecting the option displays the existing 

highlight rules. 

 

To add a new rule right click in blank space 

and choose to add a condition (you can also 

press the INS key) 

 

To edit or remove a rule right click the entry 

and choose as required.  If you highlight the 

rule you can use ENTER key to edit or DEL key 

to delete. 

 

Rules are applied in the list order – you can move items up or down the list by right-clicking the item and 

choosing to Move Up/Down as required. 

 

You can disable the highlight by selecting the tick box at the start of each rule.  This leaves the rule available 

to be re-applied later if required. 

 

The top section of the display – General - gives the option to 

define a title for the highlight and to select whether the rule is 

active. 

 

The bottom section of the display – Effect – allows you to define 

the visual aspect of the rule. 

 

You can change the Font Colour to the colour specified and/or 

you can set whet the data is displayed in italics, underlined or in 

strikeout. 

 

You can also control whether the display affects the entire row 

or an individual data item in the grid. 

 

 

There are two types of criteria – Filters or Formula. 
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Filter Criteria – this option allows you to select a data item and 

apply a condition against it.  Check that the STOP flag equals ‘Y’ 

on account for example. 

 

The standard options for equal / not equal / greater than / less 

than and so on are available and will be familiar to users who 

have used the standard selection criteria options.  Other options 

will be more familiar for those who have defined SQL criteria. 

 

Like / Not Like – this is matching patterns within data and is like 

the Equal/Not Equal value options in the usual Datafile criteria 

when using the # wild cards.  Here you can enter a value such as 

%CARD% and will list any of the records where the key item 

includes CARD, but you can also use C%TEAK – so that key item 

starts with C but contains TEAK. 

 

 In / Not In – allows you to define multiple values so could define that, for example, that the ‘City’ line of an 

address is in ‘Liverpool’ or ‘Manchester’ and so on. 

 

The values available on criteria change based on the data item type.  With Dates for example you get a 

series of extra options so that can highlight that the date is in the past / future / today and so on. 

 

You can add multiple lines of criteria = the criteria apply on 

a ‘AND’ (or Compulsory basis) by default but you can select 

the AND option and change to OR as required.   

 

You can also ‘nest’ conditions – showing, for example, 

highlight orders where status is Active or Hold or Quote 

but only show Held Orders where the date required is in 

the next 7 days, and Quotes only if in the next 14 days, etc. 
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The Formula option allows you to compare data items and 

highlight on a TRUE result – for example highlight sales 

accounts where (BALANCE + O/S-ORDERS) > CR-LIMIT 

 

You use any of the data item names that are defined within the 

available selection items. 

 

You can also combine criteria so, for example, you could modify 

the above along the lines of: 

 

((BALANCE + O/S-ORDERS) > CR-LIMIT) AND (CR-LIMIT <> 0) 

 

to show accounts where the balance plus outstanding orders is 

greater than the credit limit but only when the credit limit is 

not 0. 

 

Grouping Records 
 

The Grouping options allows you to view records based on matching values. 

 
The above Sales Orders list is grouped by status – to select a group item right click on the column heading 

and choose to ‘Group By This Field’.  You can also select to show the ‘Group By Box’ and drag the required 

data item(s) into this area. 

 

Grouping is in alphabetical order but you selecting whether this is in Ascending or Descending order by 

selecting the item name on the group panel.  You can Group on multiple items – for example selecting the 

‘Added By’ item would group by status and added by within status. 
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When Group the system inserts totals for each item – totalling values and showing the first entry for other 

types.  You can remove individual totals by right-clicking the item and selecting none.  You can also change 

so that instead of summing values you can show the minimum, maximum or average value or show a 

count.   

 

You can switch off the group totals display by right clicking on a record and deselecting the ‘Show Group 

Summaries’ or clicking on the column headings and selecting / deselecting the options for Footer and 

Group Footer. 

 

Items Listed 
 

You can change the display order of the items by clicking a column heading and dragging the item to the 

left / right after the column heading. 

 

You can remove an item from the list by right-clicking the column heading and choosing the option to 

‘Remove This Column’ 

 

You can add items into the list by right-clicking the column heading and choose the 

‘Field Choose’ option.  

 

This displays a list of available items – defined within the Installation section as 

discussed earlier with regard to Shared Conditional Highlights.  You can drag an item 

from this list into the column headings section and position as required. 

 

Click the X-Close option to close the field chooser once complete. 
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You can change the Alignment of the data within the list by right clicking the column heading and choosing 

Alignment and then to Align Left / Right or Centre (by default value items are right-aligned and text items 

are left-aligned) 

 

You can change the column width by dragging the right hand edge smaller / larger as required.  Right 

clicking on the column heading offers ‘Best Fit’ which sizes the item based on the content of the item, you 

also have ‘Best Fit (all columns)’ which sizes the column widths based on all selected items. 

 

Find Options 
 

Right clicking a column heading or record offers a ‘Find’ option.  This allows you to filter the landing grid 

based on a matching value.  The value is matched against the content of any of the data item columns 

listed. 

 

 

Click CLEAR to clear the search results, click the X label to close the find panel. 
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Record Filters 
 

The initial records listed use the selection criteria defined within the landing page.  You can apply your own 

filters in addition to this via the landing page.  Right-click with the mouse against a record allows the option 

to ‘Customise Filter’ or to ‘Show the Filter Panel’ and then select ‘Customise’ from the panel. 

 

The Filter options work in the same manner 

as the options for conditional highlights – 

adding criteria to restrict the records 

displayed. 

 

You can define multiple filters – these are 

‘temporary’ filters and only remain in place 

whilst the user session is open.  You can 

choose to SAVE the criteria, this criteria is 

then available for recall in subsequent user 

sessions. 
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Conditional Highlights (Individual) 
 

Conditional Highlights is a user-based version of the Shared Conditional Highlights – allowing individual 

users to define their own highlight rules. 

 

 

Right-click on a record and select to ‘Show Conditional Properties’ shows the rules panel to the right.  The 

setup and options are the same as the Shared Highlight Rules discussed earlier – any Shared Highlight rules 

take priority over the Individual Rules. 

 

Contact and CRM Management 
 

Contact Management is a new accessory for Datafile 2017.  CRM, or Customer Relations Management, 

means different things to different people.  The Datafile application allows for the recording of Contacts 

and Activities against a Customer and/or Supplier record and the monitoring of these activities for follow 

up / completion.  Campaign Management tools can allow for the generation of a bulk list of activities for 

operators to process. 
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Contacts 

 

The main Home Ribbon includes the option Contacts that allows access to the Contact and Activity actions. 

 

 

Selecting Contacts lists the Contacts defined. 

 

You can scroll up/down the list of contacts, right-click on the column headings allows sort, find and filter 

options.  Actions available allow you to Add, Update, View and Delete Contacts, access the Activities for the 

Contact or link to the Sales Account / Sales Order and Purchase Account / Purchase Order Enquiry tools 

based on the customer/supplier account the contact is linked to. 

 

Selecting the Add option allows you to create a new contact record. 
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As usual with Datafile the screen and content is user-definable based on your requirements.  The screen 

above is configured to allow entry of the contact name, job title and contact details plus allows linking to 

both a sales and/or purchase account as required. 

 

When linking to a Sales or Purchase account the system allows for the use of copy items to pre-populate 

data from the linked account record. 

 

Contact Details can be recorded over two screens as required.  Here the second screen is configured to 

allow flagging of company roles to allow for targeted mailings and to allow some general note options.   
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Where Contact Management is in use the options within Sales Order, Purchase Order and Job Records to 

link to Contacts will link to this main Contact database.   

 

Ledger Enquiry options for the Sales/Purchase Account will allow list of the linked Contacts.  Where the 

Sales Account or Purchase Account references a head office account the enquiry tools will also list the 

contacts for the head office in addition to the specific site contacts. 

 

Activities 
 

Selecting the Activities option against a Contact lists the existing activities logged against that specific 

contact allowing review of the contact history and the option to create a new activity. 
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Again the Activity detail entered is user-definable over two screens.  Here the Activity entry allows 

recording of an activity type and notes together with follow on activity notes. 

 

Follow On and Next Action recording can then be processed with Action Pick Lists for operators detailing 

the actions due for today etc. 
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CRM and Campaign Management 
 
Selecting the CRM or Customer Activities option on the main menu 

offers a series of menu options for the updating of customer account 

details, the recording of Activities against Customers/Contacts, 

Campaign Generation, Reports and enquiry tools. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prospects and Suspects  
 

This option allows for the creation/update of prospect and suspect accounts.  Prospect accounts are 

potential customers whom you’ve had discussions with, perhaps raised a quote and so on.  Suspect 

accounts are account details you’ve been passed information on. 

 

The action allows for entry of account name, address and contact details plus the recording of account 

status (suspect / prospect / live account), source of the account (a pre-definable list of sources) and 

account managers. 

 

Whilst these records are held in the main Customer database (SLA) this option only allows for the 

recording/updating of prospect or suspect accounts and these accounts are not accessible within the Sales 

Ledger itself. 
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Activities 
 

Selecting this option offers two further options – Activities (By Account) and My Activities.  Linking to the 

Activities tools above these options allow for management of activities on a customer or operator driven 

basis. 

 

Activities (by Account) – selecting this option prompts for the customer account record.  This can be a live 

account or a prospect/suspect and then lists any existing activities. 

 

My Activities – selecting the PICK option on this action allows you to list outstanding activities by the 

Assignee.  Updating Notes / Recording Completion status or assigning follow on status. 
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Create Campaigns 
 

Campaign options are a way of creating a series of bulk activities to be assigned to an operator.  The criteria 

for the campaign is going to depend on individual requirements but some pre-defined campaigns are 

available for use. 

 

1) Whose Bought X but not Y – this option creates a campaign of activities where a customer has 

bought product X but not product Y since a set date. 

2) Contact Top X Customers – this option creates a campaign of activities so can contact your top X 

customers since a set date. 

3) No Contact Since – this option creates a campaign of activities where a customer has had no contact 

(i.e. no invoice or activity raised against the customer) since a set date. 

4) Customers in Department – this option creates a campaign of activities for a customer with a 

particular analysis code. 

 

Each option follows a staged menu with an initial parameter screen to allow selection of the key details. 

 

Title – give a title for the Campaign 

Details – record any details for the campaign.  These details will appear in the Notes section for each 

activity created. 
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Criteria – on the screen above we’re selecting the department/analysis code to create activities for.  In 

other campaigns we’d select the product codes (bought X not Y), select the X value for the number of top 

accounts and so on. 

 

Assign To – select the operator the campaign is to be assigned to. 

Due By – select the date by which the initial activity is to be completed. 

First Action – select the Activity Type which is to be the first activity. 

 

Once the initial details are defined the system will create activities based on the required list. 

 

Reports 
 

The Reports menu offers a series of pre-defined reports. 

 

 Prospect Listing – lists the customers and prospects. 

 Activity Listing (by Customer) – lists the activities grouped by customer/prospect account. 

 Activity Listing (by User) – lists the activities group by operator/assignee 

 Outstanding Activities – lists the outstanding activities  

 Outstanding Campaign Activities – lists the outstanding campaign activities for which the initial 

action has not been completed. 

 

Enter New Quote 
 

This option links to Sales Order Processing and allows creation of a new quote.  By default quotes can only 

be recorded for active customers but parameter settings allow for quotes to be recorded for 

prospects/suspects. 

 

Convert Prospect to Live Account 
 

This action allows for the conversion of a prospect account to a live account.  The screen will typically be 

configured similarly to your standard customer maintenance screen with additional options to clear the 

prospect account flag (clearing the flag activates the account), amending the account status and setting the 

account as an ‘open-item’ account. 

 

Account Enquiry 
 

This option links to the Ledger Enquiry for the Sales Ledger. 

 

System Utilities 
 

This option gives a menu of actions for system maintenance. 

 

 Audit Activities – performs a database audit of the activities table. 

 Audit Contacts – performs a database audit of the contacts table (if in use) 
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 Audit Users – performs a database audit of the users (assignees) table. 

 Change Account Code – some users prefer prospect accounts to be coded differently from live 

customers.  This action allows you to re-code the account before it becomes live. 

 Analysis Value Setup – this option allows for maintenance of the allowed activity types, activity 

user/managers, account sources, account statuses, and allows for the recording of default ‘new’ 

account details. 

 System Status / Expand Files – allows for manual file expansion of any of the tables within the 

application. 

 
Installation 
 

Application User Facilities 

 

To enable use of Contacts/Activities a new option has been added within the Sales (or Purchase) Account 

Maintenance options.  To update select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager 

and then Application User Facilities.  Select the Sales Ledger or Purchase Ledger application and then 

Maintain Customer/Supplier Records.  The options for the Single Contacts Database can be enabled here. 
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Use a Single Contacts Database – set to enable use of the single Contacts Database. 

 

Contacts Database / Live (Base) Pathname – specifiy the database path/filename for the contacts 

database. 

 

Activity Database / Live (Base) Pathname – specify the database path/filename for the activity database. 

 

Code Format for the Contact ID – the single contacts database is a prime-indexed database.  Specify the 

code format to be used for the contact id (typically this would be numeric). 

 

Last Added Contact ID – where using a numeric id enter the last reference added here.   

 

Maintain Contact Types – if the Contacts database has a Table item defined within this option allows for 

the maintenance of the table values.  You might have a Table on the Contacts Database to hold the contact 

type/role. 

 

Maintain Contact Screen Design – set this option to design the Contacts Maintenance screens.  Setting this 

option first asks for the authority levels to be used for each of the Contact Maintenance actions.   
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After setting the authority levels the maintenance screen for contacts is displayed.  The usual screen design 

tools are available. 

 

 

Saving the first screen asks if you wish to use a second screen for Contact Maintenance – set as required. 

 

Maintain Activity Types - if the Activities database has a Table item defined within this option allows for 

the maintenance of the table values.  You might have a Table on the Activity Database to hold the activity 

type. 

 

Maintain Activity Screen Design – set this option to design the Activity recording screens.  Setting this 

option first asks for the authority levels to be used for each of the Activity actions.  After setting the 

authority levels the maintenance screen for Activities is displayed.  The usual screen design tools are 

available. 
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Whilst the file layouts for the Contact and Activity tables are user-definable certain key items need to be 

referenced for the Application and Enquiry tools.  For the Contact Database you reference the items for the 

Sales/Purchase Account Code, for the Activity Database you reference the items for the Contact ID, Sales 

and Purchase Account code. 
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When selecting a Contact or Activity an initial list of records is displayed.  This screen allows for the 

definition of the items to be included within this list. 

 

Contacts (S/L) – used when listing contacts for the sales account within the Sales Account Ledger Enquiry 

and Sales Order and Job Record entry. 

 

Contacts (P/L) – used when listing contacts for the purchase account within the Purchase Account Ledger 

Enquiry and Purchase Order entry. 

 

Contacts (General) – used when listing contacts from the ribbon action. 

 

Activity/History – list items for Activity records. 
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When adding a Contact or Activity that links to a Sales Account the option is available to pre-populate data 

from the Sales Account.  You can specify these ‘copy’ items here.  Similar options are available to copy from 

the Purchase Account to Contacts/Activities and from the Contact to Activities. 
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Chapter 4 

Application Features 
 

Cashbook 
 

Global Transaction References 
 

When posting Receipts and Payments within the Cashbook then the system has the option to increment 

references – historically this has been used for paying in slip references for receipts and cheque numbers or 

payments and is held per bank account.   

 

For some users, payments and receipts are increasingly processed online – this new feature allows for the 

receipt and payment references to be set to use a global shared sequence regardless of account so that it 

acts as a transaction reference. 

 

 

 

Diamond and Premier Only 

Datafile 2017 and Release 7.0 
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During transaction entry the receipt/payment reference will offer as default the next number in sequence.  

You can overtype the reference but the system will increment the next transaction reference from the 

original reference for use as the default next in sequence. 

 

Installation 
 

Application User Facilities 

 

New parameters have been added to the Cashbook Receipt and Payment references to allow use of a 

global reference sequence.  To update select Installation from the main menu followed by Application 

Manager and then Application User Facilities.  Select the Cashbook application and then Cash Book 

Transactions and then Cash Receipts. 

 

Increment Receipt Paying In (Payment Cheque) Number – set to increment reference numbers during 

receipt / payment posting. 

 

Use Global Reference – set to use a global reference for the company rather than single reference per 

account. 
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Note that the parameter for ‘Global Reference’ is shared between receipts and payments so setting one 

will automatically enable for the other.  The Increment reference option is separately controlled however. 

 

Controls & Audit Manager 

 

To set the initial reference or to edit the last reference an option has been added into the Edit System 

Status display options for Cashbook.  To update select Installation from the main menu followed by 

Controls & Audit Manager and then Cashbook.  Select the Edit System Status option to amend the last 

reference. 
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Stock Control 
 

Stock Availability Enquiry 
 

When receiving customer enquiries, you may be asked to check the availability of a stock item.  Existing 

Ledger Enquiry tools allow you to review what’s currently in stock, what’s reserved for customer/works 

orders and what’s awaiting purchase order receipt.   

 

If, however, you have insufficient stock on hand and you are asked for when stock will be available then this 

requires a review of the o/s purchase orders and their expected dates, checking stock lead times if no 

purchase orders outstanding and requires the operator to take into account any existing shortfall in stock 

on hand that is required for sales orders already placed. 

 

This new facility gives an enquiry tool on the ribbon / main toolbar for Stock Availability checks to 

streamline this process. 

 

 

The screen is split into two halves – the top half displays nominated items from the stock file and includes 

the ability to include special items 161-Available to Build and 162-Total Available.  The bottom half displays 

the availability data. 

 

Datafile 2017 Only 
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Selecting the action initially prompts for the Stock Code, displays selected details from the stock record 

after which you are prompted for the required quantity.  After entry of the quantity the system displays the 

following values. 

 

Available/Free Stock Calculation of Physical – Reserved 

Available to Build If Assembly, maximum that can be built from components 

Over/Under  Calculation of Total Available less Qty Required 

 

If a shortfall is calculated, then a ‘Check Availability’ option is available to determine when stock will be 

available.  If the Outstanding Purchase Order quantity exceeds that of the shortfall, then the system will 

read the o/s purchase order detail entries to determine at which date stock will be available to meet this 

shortfall and reports this on screen.   

 

If the O/S Purchase Order quantity is less than the shortfall then the system reviews the lead time on the 

stock record and reports an estimated date based on the lead time, though advises that a purchase order is 

required. 
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Where the selected stock item is an Assembly then the Available to Build calculation reviews each of the 

component lines physical and reserved values to determine the quantity that is available, the maximum 

that can be built is reported here.   

 

The ‘Check Availability’ function for an Assembly stock item reviews the components of the assembly 

determining on each component the availability date as per the standard stock item checks above.  The 

system will then report on screen the date based on the latest calculated availability date of the 

components.  Again, the system will flag up if uses the lead time to determine this date and a purchase 

order is required. 

 

With Assembly checks, there are some specific adjustments to the calculated values in some circumstances. 

 

Where both the Available (Physical – Reserved) or Available to Build is negative then the Total Available 

value calculates as the ‘lower’ of these values, where either are negative the system reports the positive 

value, where both are positive then the values are added together.   

 

Also, when a quantity required is left as 0 then the ‘Available to Build’ calculation will display a negative 

result, if a quantity is entered though and the calculation is negative then the value will display as 0.   

 

Over/Under will still take into account any negative available to build however. 

 

 

Notes 

 

If select the Stock Availability option then, in selected areas of the system, the stock availability 

check can pre-set the stock code and required quantity for you.   

 

When using the Stock Ledger Enquiry or Works Order Enquiry the system will default the stock 

record, when enquiring on a sales order detail or a works order detail, or amending a sales 

order detail entry, the system will default the stock code and the required quantity for you. 

 

When enquiring against a specific sales order line then, if the line is active and has an 

outstanding delivery quantity, the system will ignore subsequent order lines when calculating 

the reserved and available values – highlighting that this is based on current order priority (the 

priority being the sequence the order lines were entered).   

  

 

Installation 
 

System Profiles 

 

A new parameter screen has been added to the Stock System Profiles to enable the Stock Availability 

option.  To update select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then 
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System Profiles.  Select the Stock Control application and then select Opt-5 to display the Stock Availability 

parameters. 

 

 

Display Item – select up to ten items from the Stock Record to be displayed (you do not need to select the 

stock code itself).  Special items available include items 161-Available to Build and 162-Total Available for 

use when stock items contain Assemblies. 

 

Display Prompt – if required set a label to replace the data item name in the Stock Availability check screen. 

 

POD Item for Required Date – reference the data item on the Purchase Order Detail file that holds the 

estimated delivery date. 

 

POD Item for O/S Delivered Quantity – reference the data item on the Purchase Order Detail file that holds 

the outstanding quantity waiting to be received. 
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SOD Item for O/S Delivered Quantity – reference the data item on the Sales Order Detail file that holds the 

outstanding quantity waiting to be delivered. 

 

WOH Item for O/S Build Qty – reference the data item on the Works Order Header file that holds the 

outstanding quantity waiting to be built. 

 

WOD Item for O/S Build Qty – reference the data item on the Works Order Detail file that holds the 

outstanding quantity waiting to be issued to a build. 

 

Auto Process Using Defaults – if set then after selecting the stock code the system will process the 

calculations for available based on default quantity, calculating any availability based on the shortfall.   

 

Always Apply Default Location – generally Datafile remembers the current location in use, this option 

overrides the current location to the default location for each Availability enquiry. 

 

Payroll 
 

Employee Assessment for Auto-Enrolment 
 

A new option has been added to perform the pension auto-enrolment assessment within the Payroll.  This 

option ties in with the Company Pension Scheme(s) that can be defined within Payroll. 

 

Employee Maintenance / Add an Employee – as part of adding the employee the system will set when the 

New Worker postponement period ends (based on employee date started and postponement settings). 

 

Employee Maintenance can also include options to specify if employees are working outstide the UK or are 

already in applicable scheme so not covered by the scope of auto-enrolment. 

 

 

Existing Employees 

 

For existing employees you will want to update the Worker Postponement Date to the date the 

employer becomes eligible for auto-enrolment plus any postponent period.   

 

If any employees working outside the UK or are already in an applicable pension scheme then 

these flags should be set manually for applicable employees. 

 

 

As part of auto-enrolment selected employees who are not automatically enrolled can choose to Opt In – 

for these employees you need to be able to record an Opt In Date and set the contribution rates. 

 

Similary employees who are enrolled can choose to Opt Out or Stop Contributions.  Opt Out availability is 

restricted to a number of days since auto-enrolment and allows the employee and employer to be 

Datafile 2017 and Release 7.0 
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refunded with their contributions, stopping contributions is available at any time but the 

employee/employer is not refunded. 

 

You are likely to use a Payroll Extra Maintenance Screen for these options. 

 

 

Payroll Input - When saving the employee details if the employee is not already auto-enrolled then on 

saving the employee record the system will perform the auto-enrolment checks. 

 

If the employee should be auto-enrolled then, if any jobholder postponement period is set, the 

postponement period end date is set and the pension contributions are not calculated. 

 

If the employee should be auto-enrolled and no postponement is set (or has expired) the system will apply 

the default employee/employer contribution rates and prompt to recalculate the payroll values 

(reconfirming the entered details) 
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Payroll Check / Payroll Run - As part of the Payroll Check / Run report the system will also apply the auto-

enrolment checks for employees not already auto-enrolled – applying postponent period and setting 

default contribution rates as appropriate.  Note that employees ‘auto-enrolled’ as part of the check/run 

report will be highlighted accordingly. 

 

 

Note 

 

Employees aren’t ‘fixed’ as auto-enrolled until the payroll is run.  Up to this point amendments 

to the employee’s pay may mean that they are not eligible to be enrolled. 

 

 

Installation 
 

Database Changes 

 

Changes are required to the Employee database to record the auto-enrolment details.  To add these items 

select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Restructure A 

Database. Select the Payroll application. Elect to update the Live Files and then select the Employee file.  

 

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press <Enter>, 

select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type select the size 

required. 
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Item Name Type Description 

 

EMPLOYEE-AGE F Forecast Date – type ‘1’ based on Date of Birth 

BASED-OUT-UK ? Indicates employee ordinarly works outside UK as part of their 

contract 

STAT-PEN-AGE E Date Employee becomes eligible for State Pension 

QUALIFY-EARN * Typically Calculated field based on employee values used as elements 

of pay for qualifying earnings – this could be C-Gross-Pay plus 

additions less deductions or could reference the pensionable 

earnings values. 

WORK-CATEGORY X (25) Updated with assessment category based on employee’s age and 

earnings. 

IN-PEN-SCHEME ? Flag to set if employee already in a pension scheme  

DATE-JOINED E Date employee joined their pension scheme  

WRK-POST-ENDS E Date employee ‘new starter’ postponement period ends. 

JOB-POST-ENDS E Date employee ‘auto-enrolment’ postponement period ends. 

AE-START E Date employee is auto-enrolled. 

OPTOUT-DATE E Date employee opts out of auto-enrolment 

STOP-DATE E Date employee stops making contributions 

OPTIN-DATE E Date employee opts in to contributions. 

AE-IN-PROG ? Flag that Employee has triggered AE during Payroll this period. 

 

Once the required items have been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to save 

the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data to New 

Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New Database’. Final 

prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same Restructure on the BASE File as 

well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file you need to manually insert the new items 

at the same data item positions as on the live file. 

You may want to create items of equivalent name/type on the P11 database for reporting purposes. 

 

System Profiles 

 

New options have been added to the Payroll System Profiles to reference these new data items and to 

enable the auto-enrolment assessment.   

 

Screen 4 of the Payroll Profile allows, in addition to referencing the above data items,  additional 

parameters for auto-enrolment. 
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Threshold – updated automatically this is the annual earnings threshold at which an employee would be 

auto-enrolled. 

 

Minimum Employee% - set the minimum / default employee contribution% applied when an employee is 

auto-enrolled. 

 

Minimum Employer% - set the minimum / default employer contribution% applied when an employee is 

auto-enrolled. 

 

Worker Postpone – set number of payroll periods (weeks for 1/2/4 weely payroll, months for monthly 

payroll) before new starters would become eligibile for auto-enrolment. 

 

Jobholder Postpone – set number of payroll periods (weeks for 1/2/4 weely payroll, months for monthly 

payroll) to delay auto-enrolment when an employee becomes eligible for auto-enrolment.  This allows 

postponement for when an employee is generally under the enrolment threshold but temporarily exceeds 
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due to excess overtime / bonus, the employee is re-assessed at the end of the postponement period and 

only auto-enrolled if still applicable. 

 

Earnings Period Adjust – for monthly payrolls set the start day of the current month for the earnings period 

– typically this would be ‘1’ for first of the month. 

 

For weekly based payrolls set the value to offset the current payroll tax date by to get to the start of the 

earnings period being paid and then set whether it’s a +/- adjust from the payroll tax point date.  For 

example if paying weekly on Friday for week in arrears then the tax point is 8th April but the start date of 

the earnings period would be 26th March – an offset of 12 days and negative. 

 

Application Screen Layouts 

 

The options to nominate that an employee is based outside the UK or is already in a pension scheme will 

likely need to be added to the standard Employee New/Amend screens, the options to opt in/out we’d 

suggest adding to and extra maintenance screen.   

 

To update the screen layout users can select the Installation option from the main menu followed by 

Application Manager and then Application User Facilities.  Select the Payroll application before selecting 

the Maintain Employee File and then Add New Employee screen. 
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Screen Design is in the usual manner - To insert text labels such as ‘Outside UK’ use the mouse to position 

the cursor where required and then type the required text.  To insert the data items position the cursor 

where required and press the <F4-Select> key and choose the data item required.  Set whether items are 

view-only, mandatory or require uppercase input as required.  Once the layout is complete choose File and 

then Save & Exit. 

 

To update the Extra Maintenance screen select Special Amend Screens, choose a blank entry, specify the 

menu prompt and title id and then design screen as above. 
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Set Password by Employee for Emailed 
Payslips 
 

Payslip documents, as with other application documents, can be sent via email as a pdf attachment.  This 

new facility allows you to reference an item on the employee file to be used as a password for opening of 

the pdf. 

 

Installation 
 

Document Design Manager 

 

Additional options have been added to the email parameters within the payslip definition to allow the 

emailed PDF to require a password before it can be opened.   

 

To update select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Document 

Design Manager (Professional users will have the Document Design Manager option on the main 

Installation menu).   

Datafile 2017 and Release 7.0 
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Select the Payroll application and then the Payslip document type before selecting the document number 

to be amended and the document mask will be displayed.   

 

V7 users can select Format from the toolbar and then Email Parameters, V2017 users can select Email 

Parameters from the ribbon. 

 

Data Item Containing PDF Password – reference the data item on the employee file to be used for the 

password required to view the pdf attachment. 

 

 

Note 

 

The password is only applied to the pdf attachment on emailed payslips from the Payroll 

Payslip print options.   

 

If sent directly to PDF or other print device, or reprinted from the saved documents tools no 

password is applied. 
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Sales / Purchase Order Processing 
 

Quick Form Order Generation – Apply Cost 
Checks 
 

Sales Order entry has the ability to validate the selling price of an entered order line against the stock items 

cost price – warning if below cost and optionally preventing entry without use of an override password.  If 

generating sales orders based on quick forms however, then this option was not available.  This update 

now includes the ability to validate against stock cost prices during quick form order generation. 

 

When the quick form list is displayed any entry where the cost price check fails will be highlighted in red – if 

press <F5> against the highlighted entry you can amend the selling price, the system will clear the highlight 

once the price is above cost. 

 

If you select the GENERATE option whilst any required lines are below cost, then the system will apply 

standard checks as per mandatory / password override warnings as in order entry.  If mandatory check fails 
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or invalid password entered, then no order lines will be created and you will be returned to the quick form 

list to amend/abandon as required. 

 

Installation 
 

No setup changes are required for this option (over and above the pre-existing options to apply the cost 

price validation for standard order entry). 

 

Additional Features for Change Order 
Status  
 

The Order Entry change status procedures apply rules to how the status codes for a sales order or purchase 

order can be amended based on the status.  These new features allow for additional options with the 

Change Order Status action including 

 

 Allow Change of Q-Quote Status directly to F-Forward Order Status 

 Allow Change of F-Forward Order Status directly to H-Hold Order Status 

 Allow Criteria and Password/Authority Level Control from F-Forward Order Status  

 Allow Criteria to be applied for Deleting Sales Orders / Lines linked to Works Orders 

 Delete linked Works Order when delete Sales Order 

 

Installation 
 

Application User Facilities 

 

A new fifth parameter screen has been added to the Optional Features for Sales and Purchase Order 

Processing to enable these actions.  To update select Installation from the main menu followed by 

Application Manager and then Application User Facilities.  Select the required Order Processing 

application before selecting Enter / Amend Orders, then Advanced Input Facilities and Optional Features. 
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Allow Change Status from Quote Directly to Forward – set to enable options to allow change of order 

status from Quote to Forward. 

 

Allow Change Status from Forward Directly to Hold – set to enable options to allow change of order status 

from Forward to Hold. 

 

Restrict Change Status from Forward to Active/Hold/Complete/Deleted – set to apply restrictions to the 

change order status process when the current status is forward.  When set a pop-up parameter screen is 

displayed with additional configuration options. 
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Enter/Amend Selection Criteria – set to define selection criteria that has to be met before a Forward Order 

can be changed to the required status. 

 

Authority Level for F7-Override – if criteria not met then set authority level required to allow the use of F7 

to override the criteria check and continue with the status change.  Authority Levels allows are 0-9 where 0 

is the highest and 9 is the lowest. 

 

Password for Manual Override – if criteria not met, and user has insufficient authority, the order can still 

be change if this password entered. 

 

Warning Message to Display if Change Status Not Allowed – enter warning message to be displayed to the 

operator when change status not allowed. 

 

Restrict Delete if Details Linked to Works Orders – when a sales order is linked to a works order then the 

system warns if the operator tries to delete an order / order line when a link to a works order has been 

created.  The system allows the use of F7 to override this warning and continue with the deletion.  Setting 

this option allows for criteria to be entered for when the F7 can be allowed and a warning message to be 

displayed if these criteria are not met. 
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Enter/Amend Selection Criteria – set criteria that, if met, will allow use of the F7-Override option to delete 

an order / order line where an order line is linked to a works order. 

 

Warning Message to Display if Delete Not Allowed – enter warning message to be displayed if the 

operator is not allowed to delete the sales order.  The message allows the use of !nnn labels which, at run 

time, will be replaced with the content of the equivalent order detail data item.   

 

Delete linked Works Order when delete Sales Order – set this option to update the status of the works 

order to ‘D-Deleted’ when delete a sales order (line) linked to a works order.  Note the status is only 

updated where the sales order can be deleted subject to criteria above and if the build quantity / issue 

quantity of the linked works order is 0. 

 

Bill of Materials 
 

Build Documents - Copy Back to Sales 
Order Lines 
 

Bill of Materials allows the ability to create Works Order from Sales Order lines for Assembly Stock Items, 

once the Works Order has been created however the link is only used for reference purposes.  This new 

feature allows for the build document to copy selected items back to the order line – this could include the 

likes of the build date and build quantity. 

 

Installation 
 

Document Design Manager 

 

The copy items are defined within the Bill of Materials document parameters.   

 

Where Bill of Materials is linked to Sales Order Processing the Copy Data Items Between Data Files includes 

a series of additional prompts to allow copy items back to the Sales Order Detail database. 

 

To update select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Document 

Design Manager.  Select the Bill of Materials application and then the Build Works Order document type 

before selecting the document number to be amended and the document mask will be displayed.   

 

Select the Parameters option from the ribbon / toolbar and then use the Action button to move to 

parameter screen 15. 
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Reference the data items on the Works Order Header and Sales Order Detail file as required.   

 

Note copy items from the W/O Header to the S/O Line are actioned after the build updates the works order 

so copy values can include the likes of the build quantity / date / reference etc. 

 

Issue Components Only – Omit Batch 
Selection 
 

Bill of Material ‘Build’ documents can be configured so that the issue of the components and the build of 

the finished item are processed separately – this can be useful with longer lead times for builds, 

components required are issued from stock but the build of the finished item is later. 

 

When issuing components, the system still prompts for the build item and, if batch/serial tracked, asks for 

the batch code of the item being built.  This new facility allows the system to suppress input of the finished 

item serial/batch code when processing an issue only document. 
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Installation 
 

Document Design 

 

Additional options have been added to the parameters within the BOM document definition to allow the 

omission of the batch code for the issue only document.   

 

To update select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Document 

Design Manager.   

 

Select the Bill of Materials application and then the Build Works Order document type before selecting the 

document number to be amended and the document mask will be displayed.  Select the Parameters option 

from the ribbon / toolbar and then use the Action button to move to parameter screen 13. 
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If Issue-only, then omit Build Item Batch / Serial – if set for Issue Component Stock Only above set this 

option to omit prompt for the batch/serial code for the finished item. 

 

Detail Pick Lists – Time Entry on Edit Action 
 

This feature allows, when used in the Edit action on detail pick lists, the system to recognise a N-type data 

item as being used to record time in HH:MM format and format the display accordingly.  During edit the 

system will allow use of the ‘T’ key to record the current time and will validate that the value entered is a 

valid time. 
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Installation 
 

Database Changes 

 

The system will apply the time formatting to any N/Y type data item where the data item name begins 

‘TIME’ (any case) – for example TIME-START / TIME-END / Time-Start etc.  The system only applies the 

format during the edit action, the value stored and reported remains the standard N/Y time value (so 23:59 

will be saved as 2359 
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Chapter 5 

Additional Features 
 

SQL Replicator 
 

Connection to SQL Server via ODBC 
 

The Datafile SQL Replicator connects directly to a MySQL or MsSQL Server.  Where the server is on a 

remote connection you may want to use SSL.   The existing connection options don’t allow this but you can 

now connect via ODBC – with ODBC set to use SSL. 

 

To enable connection via ODBC you need to setup your ODBC connection to the SQL Server and apply your 

required security settings.  Once in place you then need to enable the Datafile SQL Replicator to use the 

ODBC connection.   

 

To this you need to manually enable two Registry settings.  The relevant entries to enable ODBC are in the 

registry key 

 

HKLM\SOFTWARE\WOW6432NODE\Datafile Software Solutions Limited 

 

within here you’ll have nodes for Datafile Replication\DF2SQL\SQLConnections\SQLConnectionnn 
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ODBC DSN – modify to include the name of your System DSN connection. 

Use ODBC DSN – modify to set to ‘1’ to use the ODBC DSN connection. 

 

 

Note 

 

If you are adding ODBC connectivity to an existing SQL Connection you may find that the two 

ODBC registry values are not in place.  Open the SQL Monitor and then close – this will 

automatically add the new registry keys. 

 

 

 

SQL Log Housekeeping 
 

As part of replicating the Datafile tables to MsSQL or MySQL the system maintains an activity log within a 

table DF2SQLLog.  This log file expands over time and may need to be periodically cleared down to keep the 

SQL Database size down.  This new feature allows the SQL Replicator to perform this housekeeping – 

retaining a set number of days. 

 

As part of the SQL Configuration for the Replication Stream a new option allows you to set the retention 

period. 
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House Keeping – set to enable this feature 

 

Time – set the time to perform the cleardown of the DF2SQLLog table – the time set should not be within 

the ‘excluded times’ for processing. 

 

Log Days to Retain – set the number of days to retain when cleardown the log table. 

 

 

Note 

 

Once set, to enable the Replicator to clear down you will need to stop and restart the service. 
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Ledger Enquiry  
 

Automatically Display Linked Files 
 

The Ledger Enquiry applications allow the facility to link to files such as word documents, images, pdfs, 

spreadsheets etc.  This new feature allows for the system to automatically display up to three linked files 

when an enquiry record is opened. 

 

The system can also open files across applications – the Sales Order enquiry could open a pdf linked to the 

customer, or the Works Order enquiry could open a specification document linked to the assembled stock 

record. 

 

Installation 
 

Ledger Enquiry Manager 

 

Options have been added to the Ledger Enquiry Manager to enable the options to automatically open 

linked application files.  To update select Installation from the main menu followed by Ledger Enquiry 

Manager and then Enquiries Configuration.  Select the required application and then the new option 

External File Links. 
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Up to three link items can be defined and for each application you select 

 

App Id – select the application user folder to be browsed for the linked file (SL – Sales Ledger, PL – Purchase 

Ledger, etc.) 

 

Key Item – select the key item.  This is the data item that contains the primary key for the linked application 

– for example if on the Works Order enquiry and you are linking to the stock application then the key item 

would be the stock code. 

 

Filename Item – reference the item on the main file that contains the filename to be displayed.  This item is 

on the main enquiry record – using the Works Order enquiry example then there will need to be an item on 

the WOH record containing the filename to be displayed. 

 

Name Includes Path – by default the file is expected to be with the application user folder for the key item 

– so for example if looking at a stock image then the image file would be in STUSER\StockCode – this option 

sets that the filename item includes the pathname (starting point being the working folder for Datafile – 

typically the DFWIN folder) 

 

 

 

Notes 

 

The system uses the default associated program to open the nominated associated file as 

defined by the Windows operating system.  
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The Datafile Enquiry is triggering the opening of the file using Windows Explorer tools – how 

that file is displayed (size, positioning etc.) is controlled by the associate program.  Once the file 

display is no longer required then the associate program would be manually closed. 

 

 

 

Stock Enquiry – Allow Items from Lookup 
Database in History/Details List 
 

The Stock Ledger Enquiry allows options for History and Detail databases which list items from another 

database with a matching stock code.  One of the common uses for this function is to list assembly 

components.  This new feature allows the list items for History/Detail databases to include values from a 

linked lookup database – this allows, for example, the components list to show the stock description or 

quantities such as the stock physical. 
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Installation 
 

Ledger Enquiry Manager 

 

New prompts have been added to the Enquiry Configuration parameters for the Stock History/Detail 

databases. 

 

 

After the initial parameter settings for the link between the stock records and the history/detail databases 

are options to define the lookup relationship. 

 

Lookup Database Pathname – enter the file (including pathname where appropriate) of the database table 

you wish to display additional items from. 

 

Lookup Format – enter the code format used for the lookup file (i.e. AAA999 / UUUUUUUUUUU and so on) 

 

Item for Lookup – reference the item on the main history/detail database that contains the lookup value. 

 

After confirming the lookup details you can then define the list of items to display. 
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When defining the list of items, you can select the file number – file 1 is the main history/detail database, 

file 2 is the lookup file – once set you can then choose the appropriate data item.  Note that filter options 

are not applicable for the items listed from the lookup file. 

 

Works Order Enquiry – Link to BOM Detail 
Pick List 
 

The Pick List features developed over the years allow for quick enquiry and edit tools for multiple records 

within a Datafile database.  For Bill of Materials users have developed Detail pick lists that allow quick edits 

for the recording of operational details – the user enters the Works Order Reference as part of the criteria 

and then edits the required details. 

 

This new feature adds the facility to link to Pick Lists based on the Works Order Detail file within the Action 

section of the Works Order Enquiry.  The system will automatically filter the pick list to only show order 

details for the current enquiry record. 
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Installation 
 

Ledger Enquiry Manager 

 

To link an BOM list to the W/Order Enquiry you need to update the ‘Launch Other Programs’ items 

definition.  To update select Installation from the main menu followed by Ledger Enquiry Manager and 

then Enquiries Configuration.  Select Bill of Materials followed by Launch Other Programs. 
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Title – set title as required. 

Prog – set to BM 

Param – set to 792x (where x is value from 1 to 9 corresponding to the detail pick list definition) 

Comp – usually left blank for current company, set as required. 

Auth – set from 0-9 (where 0 is the highest and 9 is the lowest).  Note the authority level applies to the 

availability of the link action, if the linked action has a higher user authority required then the action will 

not be available. 

Hint – enter description for link as required. 

 

General Application & System Options 
 

Additional Features for Database Plus 
Enquiries 
 

Database Plus allows for enquiry actions to view Master/Detail databases – this might allow additional 

enquiry tools against the Sales Ledger / Sales Order files etc. or your own application databases.  These new 

features allow for greater flexibility in master / detail screen display. 
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Within the screen design facilities, the master display area when using the screen design can now be 

defined over 16 lines, at run-time the system will expand the master display size as defined.   The form for 

the enquiry will expand vertically as required, reducing the number of details displayed on the initial view 

(and activating a vertical scroll bar as required) 

 

The number of detail items that can be listed has been increased from 10 to 16 items, at run-time the 

system will expand the form as required.  The form on the enquiry will expand horizontally as required 

activating a horizontal scroll bar as required. 

 

In addition to the above the Alt+Y will now support the use of F5-Last / F6-Next in record selection when 

the Database Plus screen in use is linked to a Datafile application. 

 

Installation 
 

Database Plus Configuration 

 

To update the Database Plus Definition, select Database Systems from the main menu followed by Datafiler 

Database Utilities, Desktop Tools Definition and then Database Plus Definition.  The system will list the 

available definitions, blank entries are undefined, highlight the required entry and choose UPDATE. 
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The initial pre-amble screen allows you to define the databases and general access rules – update these as 

required and the system will then display a menu of parameters. 
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The new options are included within the Screen Layout parameters. 
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Against the parameter Or use Screen Design for Master (which if set replaces the initial left/right data item 

display) is a new prompt Over How Many Lines.  The existing (default) size is 5 lines but this can be 

increased to 16 lines. 

 

For the Detail Items up to sixteen items can now be defined. 

 

ProFiler 
 

User-Defined Reports – Output as XML 
 

One of the many uses for a User-Defined report is to create an output text file, usually CSV, in a formatted 

output for processing in other systems.  For example, users can use this facility to create BACS upload files 

for payments to their bank. 
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Whilst Datafile has an XML Import/Output Generator some of the simpler requirements could be handled 

with a ProFiler User-Defined report as a text output. 

   

Here the report layout is formatted with XML tags and data items within the content.  However, as stands 

this output would include the likes of trailing / leading spaces within the tags.  This new feature allows for 

these spaces to be suppressed. 

 

Within the Report Design select the Report Options on the Design tab and the report parameters are 

displayed. 
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XML Style – set to ‘Y’ to output the UDR as a XML file, suppressing spaces between the XML tags. 
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